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Name Date

Self-Esteem

Interview someone of your choosing about what high and low self-esteem 
look like.

Name of person being interviewed: 

What does someone with high 
self-esteem look like?

How does someone with high 
self-esteem act?

What does someone with low self-
esteem look like?

How does someone with low self- 
esteem act?

Do you agree with their answers? YES NO

Why or why not?
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Name Date 

What have  you  learned  about  self-esteem? 
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Name: Date: 

Snack  Shop  Menu 
Cookie $0.35 Juice $0.94 Taco $1.00 

Banana $0.45 Hot Dog $0.80 Gum $0.75 

Chips $0.65 Blow Pop $0.10 Pretzels $0.50 

I will buy pretzels and gum. What is my total? 

$ +  $ = is  my  total 

I will pay with a $10.00 bill. What is my change? 

$ - $ =  is  my  change 

I will buy chips anda cookie. What is my total? 

$ +  $ =  is my  total 

I will pay with a $10.00 bill. What is my change? 

$ - $ =  is my change 

I will buy a hot dogand a banana. What is my total? 

$ +  $ =   is my total 

I will pay with a $10.00 bill. What is my change? 

$ - $ =  is my change 
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